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3rd person shooter with blood. Currently
supports up to 2 users with online
options. Compete with your friends to get
a higher score with animal parts. FPS
version of the game. 3rd person camera
view. Required to be purchased to use
any updates, changes, or DLC. About This
Game: Hello, my name is Joe, I’m a
struggling game developer, and my first
game is called: Blood Safari. Blood Safari
is a game where you get to play a
member of an elite jungle animal killing
team. You are not just an animal killer.
You have a name, you have people who
care about you and you do have a
purpose. As a member of the Blood Safari
program you must kill dangerous
predators, giants, and cannibals at the
drop of a hat. On your way to kill, you will
use your rifles and do all sorts of stuff.
You will meet a lot of people, from ex-
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marine/Spetsnaz operators to firemen
and doctors. They are trained in combat
and killing you. Whether you like to get
killed or not, is up to you. I will be
releasing updates for this game on a
regular basis. So take a chance and buy
this game now, to get the updates for
free. Save the Wii! Blood Safari is Not a
Launch title for the Wii. About This Game:
Hello, my name is Joe, I’m a struggling
game developer, and my first game is
called: Blood Safari. Blood Safari is a
game where you get to play a member of
an elite jungle animal killing team. You
are not just an animal killer. You have a
name, you have people who care about
you and you do have a purpose. As a
member of the Blood Safari program you
must kill dangerous predators, giants,
and cannibals at the drop of a hat. On
your way to kill, you will use your rifles
and do all sorts of stuff. You will meet a
lot of people, from ex-marine/Spetsnaz
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operators to firemen and doctors. They
are trained in combat and killing you.
Whether you like to get killed or not, is up
to you. I will be releasing updates for this
game on a regular basis. So take a
chance and buy this game now, to get the
updates for free. Required to be
purchased to

Ekko - A Thief's Melody Features Key:
Any background music (example song: "Bassarocka" by ZUN)
Extra patterns for the keypad to add more music
Adjust sensitivity to trigger the music to all new users

Ekko - A Thief's Melody Game Description:

Ekko - A Thief's Melody Game Screenshots:
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